Investor Statement in Support of the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
We, the undersigned institutional investors and asset managers, strongly support the U.S. Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”) and its continued vigorous enforcement.
We believe that poor control of corruption and bribery can be an indicator of future risk at global
corporations and can thereby negatively impact long-term shareholder value:





Evidence of corruption can serve as an indicator of a corporate culture that is permissive
of unethical behavior, whether it be fraud, theft of company assets or other valuedestructive activities, and can be associated with broader weaknesses in corporate
governance.
Corruption undermines crucial elements of corporate value, including “staff incentive
systems, procurement standards, product quality, safety, and reputation.”1
Bribery leaves companies vulnerable to future extortion; research has shown that firms
that pay even small bribes invite more and greater demands.2 What’s more, any
advantage gained is uncertain and wholly unenforceable.3

The FCPA and the various anti-corruption efforts it has engendered around the world impose
prudent compliance requirements and the risk of costly enforcement actions on corporations. We
believe that these actual and potential costs are dramatically outweighed by the benefits provided
by commercial activity free of bribery and corruption to individual firms, the capital markets,
and local and national economies. Bribery and corruption present significant barriers to longterm sustainable economic activity.
The recent allegations of an extensive bribery scheme by Wal-Mart de Mexico underscore the
seriousness of this point. The announcement caused the share price to drop by 5% the next day
and although short-term fluctuations in share price can reflect a wide range of factors, many
believe the company is still at risk of fall-out from these revelations,4 particularly as they raise
questions about the ability of the company to maintain its growth momentum in light of its
historic reliance on allegedly illegal means of securing permits. Wal-Mart shareholders – in
particular those not directly connected with the management or controlling Walton family –
clearly voiced their disapproval of these practices by voting in significant numbers against key
members in management and on the board5 and the company now faces a lawsuit from
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shareholders.6 Moreover, we are concerned that Wal-Mart de Mexico’s activities, if proven to be
true, may have placed the company’s law-abiding competitors at a significant disadvantage.
For these reasons, we concur with, and reaffirm, the International Corporate Governance
Network’s statement that “bribery and corruption are incompatible with good governance and
harmful to the creation of shareholder value.”7 We believe it is essential to assess the
effectiveness of anti-corruption and other ethics and compliance systems as part of our overall
due diligence, and regularly consider allegations of bribery in our evaluation of corporations for
our portfolios.8 The current state of the global financial system demonstrates that neglect of
governance indicators can lead to long-term value destruction on a systemic scale that far
exceeds the short-term benefits that can accrue to individual companies engaging in high-risk
behaviour. A high incidence of bribery and corruption has been demonstrated to cause
significant deterioration in the overall investment climate, driving up risk premiums and severely
depressing investment returns on a like-for-like basis. Companies that are exposed to such
markets through their operations and investments, and exacerbate the incidence of bribery and
corruption through weak internal controls, thereby compromise long-term value creation and
undermine efforts to drive reform that can benefit shareholders and the wider society.9
Thus, as broadly diversified investors, we are concerned about the impact of bribery and
corruption on both individual company performance and capital markets generally.
Corruption and bribery undermine competition and inhibit the correct functioning of
markets by distorting price signals.10 These activities can result in misallocations of capital to
companies that are producing illusory value, based on illegal activity, at the expense of entities
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that may be better able to deliver sustainable value over the long-term. In addition to creating
significant inefficiencies in the market, corruption potentially places law-abiding companies at a
competitive disadvantage, and deprives consumers of the best products at the most competitive
prices.11 These practices can also induce wasteful rent-seeking activities, at the expense of broadbased wealth creation. 12 The recent World Forum on Governance has drawn a connection
between the global financial meltdown and a series of failures in governance, “with corruption in
its many forms being a driving force behind virtually all of them."13
Corruption creates problems for local economies. Countries fighting corruption incur
considerable expense; the EU has spent an estimated €120 billion annually to combat
corruption.14 Perceptions of corruption correspond to poor economic stability and performance;
Italy and Greece have two of the worst “Corruption Perception Index” scores in the EU as well
as two of the most at-risk economies in the EU.15 There is also a well-documented correlation
between corruption and slowed economic development. 16 In less-developed countries with high
incidence of corruption, FDI flows are reduced17 and aid money is less effective.18 These impacts
represent real, if largely ignored, costs to investors by both increasing business risks and
reducing investment opportunities.
India’s predicament is but one example among many that reinforces both the importance of good
governance and the costs of corruption. After near double-digit growth in the last decade, India is
facing a slow-down and the prospect of a credit rating downgrade out of investment grade by
Standard & Poors.19 Corruption is cited as one of the reasons for its worsening credit outlook.20 It
betrays serious problems of mismanagement of resources and resulting inefficiencies.21 The
direct impact on portfolio returns has been felt by investors in this market, and has prompted
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capital flight that exacerbates negative re-ratings while depriving the country of vital investment
capital.
Corruption contributes to the erosion of crucial democratic institutions, the rule of law and
basic human rights protections. Corruption destabilizes political processes and promotes
conflict.22 This, in turn, drives up business and investment risk and discourages direct and
indirect investment flows, thereby depressing valuations and growth potential.
For these reasons, we consider corruption generally to be a matter of significant concern for
long-term investment.
The leadership role played by the United States through the passage and robust enforcement of
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”) has been instrumental in fostering the passage of
similar legislation in other jurisdictions around the world, most notably in the United Kingdom.
Any step backward at this stage would send a deeply alarming signal to other enforcement
authorities that seek to work jointly with the US Department of Justice, and would risk seriously
undermining ongoing legislative efforts to strengthen existing anti-corruption regimes around the
world.
Recently, the US Chamber of Commerce (“the Chamber”) initiated an effort to amend, or seek to
clarify certain key elements of the FCPA. While often couched in reasonable terms, we believe
that these recommendations would, if adopted, seriously undermine the Act's effectiveness and
the US government's standing on this issue around the world. We believe that the Chamber’s
proposals23 would, if granted, send exactly the wrong signal to corporations seeking to comply
with the Act and would raise risks to businesses, investors and affected communities. We believe
that the Chamber’s positions on this issue seriously risk undermining the reputation and
economic value-added of US-incorporated and US-listed companies that compete around the
world. Notwithstanding the Chamber’s assertions that these “clarifications” may enhance
compliance efforts, there is little benefit to achieving excellent compliance with a weak piece of
legislation. The object of the FCPA, and of the guidance that underpins its effectiveness, is to
drive superior behavior and thereby lift economic performance. This may require compliance
measures that are more onerous than would be the case in less effectively-regulated
environments, but the costs are justified by the benefits they afford to business and the societies
in which they function.
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